U.S. Dept. of Energy Refuses To Comply With Over A Decade Of
Legal FOIA Requests To Release Elon Musk’s Crony Funding
Application Documents
By Susan Tsakis
It is illegal for the U.S. Government to refuse to comply with Freedom of Information Act requests.
History has proven that most delays in delivering FOIA request data have been because compromised
government employees are running cover-ups or trying to make sure all of the incriminating data is
shredded.
In the case of Elon Musk and his taxpayer financed companies: Tesla, SolarCity and SpaceX, charges
have been levied that the Department of Energy paperwork proves that Secretary of Energy Steven Chu
rigged the applications in Musk’s favor in order to payoff crony graft deals with Musk and his Silicon
Valley venture capitalists.
Since 2007, The U.S. Department of Energy has been sitting on FOIA requests from Bright
Automotive, Limnia, Inc, ZAP Motors, Aptera and other companies. The DOE provided other materials
but specifically avoided disclosing the Elon Musk papers.
Witnesses from inside the Department of Energy, The Silicon Valley tech community, former Tesla
employees and other insiders have sworn that The Department of Energy staff rigged the process so
that ONLY Elon Musk and his Obama financiers could get the money, while helping to sabotage
Musk’s competitors.
These witnesses say that release of the un-manipulated set of Elon Musk’s application and review
documents prove that an organized crime and corruption effort financed Musk. They claim that the
documents are being hidden because they prove that the Obama Administration engaged in massive
crony finance crimes.
Anyone who doubts the assertions can file their own FOIA with the U.S. Department of Energy at:
https://www.emcbc.doe.gov/About/FOIA
Department of Energy
Environmental Management Consolidated Business Center
ATTN: FOIA/PA Requester Service Center
250 E. 5th Street, Suite 500
Cincinnati, OH 45202
Fax: (513) 246-0524
Email: foiaoffice@emcbc.doe.gov

And at:

This link for a Freedom of Information Act request electronically.
You may also mail in your FOIA request to the following address:
FOIA Requester Service Center
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Mail Stop MA-46
Washington, DC 20585
Or by facsimile at (202) 586-0575. If you have any questions, please give us a call at (202) 586-5955.
Anyone filing a FOIA should request:
“All funding application documents, materials, emails, meeting records and reviewer notes pertaining
to funding applications with the Department of Energy by Elon Musk and companies owned and
controlled by Elon Musk”
Former Department of Energy staff and witnesses state that those records have been kept in 4 file boxes
at the U.S. Department of Energy on Independence Avenue in Washington, DC.
Those who have attested to these corruption deeds have stated that multiple copies of the incriminating
documents exist in other locations.

